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innovation
typhon® CLEANING UNIT (MODEL Ø 20 cm)
CLEAN PARTS, CLEAN AIR WITH typhon®

typhon® units, powered by air, are 
used near CNC machines or inspec-
tion stations to clean oily residue, dirt 
and chips from parts, they capture 
that residue with vacuum into a con-
tainer for recycling. 

Clean parts quickly, economically 
and sustainably with typhon® 
and successfully …
1.  trap unhealthy air that is laden 

with oil.
2.  reduce the number of accidents 

caused by slipping and falling  
on oily floors.

3.  reduce cleaning time and cut 
down on detergent.

4.  collect and re-use expensive 
coolant.

5.  Reduce machine downtimes
6.  Protect machines (parts), as there 

is no compressed air inside the 
machine.
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Model 
Ø 30 cm

+ typhon® cleaning unit 
with fine-mashed basket 
and dolly.

KIT

Order designation Description

UTY CP 20-45-00 UTILIS typhon Clean Parts Kit

Spare parts / Accessories

UTY CP 20-45-10 UTILIS typhon Basket

UTY CP 20-45-11 UTILIS typhon Dolly
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+ typhon® cleaning unit 
with fine-mashed basket 
and dolly.

KIT

typhon® units, powered by air, are 
used near CNC machines or inspec-
tion stations to clean oily residue, dirt 
and chips from parts, they capture 
that residue with vacuum into a con-
tainer for recycling. 

Clean parts quickly, economically 
and sustainably with typhon® 
and successfully …
1.  trap unhealthy air that is laden 

with oil.
2.  reduce the number of accidents 

caused by slipping and falling  
on oily floors.

3.  reduce cleaning time and cut 
down on detergent.

4.  collect and re-use expensive 
coolant.

5.  Reduce machine downtimes
6.  Protect machines (parts), as there 

is no compressed air inside the 
machine.

Order designation Description

UTY CP 30-45-00 UTILIS typhon Clean Parts Kit

Spare parts / Accessories

UTY CP 30-45-10 UTILIS typhon Basket

UTY CP 30-45-11 UTILIS typhon Dolly


